PHIREMOVAL

ABOUT THE TREATMENT

Have you ever had any experience with bad permanent make up or tattoo and you are desperately waiting for a day to get rid of it? Don't wait any longer and take this unique opportunity that will change your life forever. PHIREMOVAL is the best, highly efficient and safe way to remove everything you are not satisfied with.

PHIREMOVAL product is based on glycolic acid. This ingredient features high penetration. When applied to the skin, it deeply penetrates surrounding tissues as well. For this reason, there is no need to expose the skin to severe mechanical procedures by PMU machines or manual techniques because the product itself performs some share of work. We just have to exploit its advantages.

We apply a staccato motion that is well known in music as master motion. This staccato motion perfectly "opens" the skin, thus avoiding damaging it. Having penetrated into the depositing skin layer, PHIREMOVAL liquefies it and "pulls" it up.

PHIREMOVAL is non-color selective (applicable to all tattoo colors), efficient, less scarring and significantly less expensive. If properly applied, only one treatment or some more is needed for permanent make up removal. However, 2-6 treatments are needed for body tattoo removal with minimal scarring risk. The time required for the treatment depends upon the removal area. The treated area initially experiences erythema (redness), which gradually diminishes, leaving the skin perfectly normal. PHIREMOVAL is effective for both body tattoos and permanent make up, as well as for microblading.

It will be worth saving your money and investing in a professional tattoo removal to ensure you get the best removal results and keep in mind that there is something that will make your lives attractive and comfortable again.